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735 days since the referendum

274 days until Brexit

917 days until transition(?)ends



About VisNed

National Association of Demersal Fish Producer Organisations
Embedded in European Fisheries

• Fishery Policy
• all CFP related issues

• Spatial Planning
• Sustainability, Market Issues + Certification
• Social and Technical Issues and Innovation

• Green Deal Waste Recovery Reduction and Recycling
• Innovations improving sustainability

• Engagement in Science
• Data gathering CES process



About EAPO
• 38 (soon 28) member POs from 10 (soon 9) EU Member States, Founded in 1980, 
• 10,000 vessels, 3.5 million tonnes of landings and € 3 billion first sale value. 
• Every Fish PO recognised by its EU member state can become a member

• EAPO’s objectives:
• To assist the members in fulfilling their key role as a PO achieving the objectives of the Common Fishery

Policy and the Common Market Organisation
• To provide advice to the members on the management of their Production and Marketing Plans.
• To improve the relationship between European POs by looking for common grounds in addressing the

challenges for the European fisheries, particularly in respect of marketing and other specific tasks of the
POs.

• EAPO is the recognised body representing PO’s with:
• Member States, / Fisheries Ministers Council, 
• European Parliament
• European Commission

•



Variety in vessel types and sizes
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It’s about fishermen and their  families
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The European Fisheries Alliance
-on Brexit-



EUFA’s key messages

1. Make fisheries a priority in Brexit talks, not a bargaining chip.
Brexit is real threat to peripheral fishing communities in member states

2. No separate/isolated fisheries negotiations – direct linking to trade
negotiations

3. It is all about access and quota shares

4. Must avoid ‘cliff edge’ in absence of agreement

5. Seafood industry must be party to the negotiations in a meaningful  way





Boris Johnson – top Brexiteer –
Member of Theresa May’s ‘War Cabinet’



David Davies – Secretary of State for Exiting the EU
Top  Brexiteer ‐ Member of Theresa May’s ‘War Cabinet’ Michael Gove – Secretary of State – DEFRA

Top Brexiteer ‐ Member of Theresa May’s ‘War Cabinet’

Ian Duncan –
Undersecretary of State 
‐ Scotland Office
Hard line Brexiteer

George Eustice –
Undersecretary of State for 
Agriculture and Fisheries 
‐ DEFRA



George Eustice two weeks ago
• NFFO General Assembly in London 12 June
• Moderate tone of voice
• Much less ‘heroic’ thant October 2017
• No transiiton period for fish
• No change during transition

• but we remain comitted
• UK will become an independent Coastal State
• But Fisheries is a small sector
• Fisheries must be seen in light of total deal

• But they want a bigger piece of the pie
New deal on relative stability



The leaked White paper

•The UK fisheries policy ambitious in sustainability goals 
•as ambitious as the CFP at first sight.
•Not very probable that the UK will set unilateral quota beyond scientific advice.
•The presumption is that additional quota will be the result of the Brexit have to come 
from the EU (and perhaps also from Norway and the Faroe Islands for certain stocks).

•UK will want to base the quota sharing negotiations on zonal attachment criteria
•will lead to endless (=pointless) discussions and no stable outcome.

•extra quota will be used (and needed) for partly funding the new UK fisheries policy
•current FQA holders will in this model retain their FQA shares 

•and that the new quota will be distributed according to ‘other criteria’ 
•or will be auctioned / tendered to acquire funds



The leaked White paper
Devolution is a huge disclaimer of the White Paper. 
•The main parts of the White Paper subject to  outcome of negotiations between DA’s and Westminster.

•Based on the text of this draft White Paper 

•a very green UK fisheries policy, 
•no more quota ‘for free’ and 
•cost recovery schemes to finance governance of UK’s fisheries policy is coming their way.
•UK fishing industry holding FQA’s do not seem to be winning very much from exiting the EU

•Perhaps only the non-FQA holders / small scale fishermen may be winning.



Swaps EAPO ‘hot’ point

• No change in relative stability
• Opening Pandora’s box

• De facto “between-PO swaps” are of the essence
• No “ex ante swaps” in ”the deal”

• A pre amble to new realtive stability



A grave danger on both sides
Fishing Communities becoming a bargaining chip

Fisheries no longer in UK Top Ten
• Chemicals
• Financial Services 
• Aviation
• Gallileo
• Agriculture.

• Fisheries

EUFA ensuring that fisheries will remain in the overall Trade Dossier
• EUFA activities successful so far



Until then

EUFA will actively monitor Brexit



European Fisheries Representation
post Brexit

EU Fisheries unites under one umbrella, on three pillars: 
• EU policies (Fisheries, Environmental, Market and MSP) 

• Social Dialogue, 
• Communicating

With the realism of large third countries as partners
• Associated Membership possibilities



Look beyond fisheries

Member states should support basic food producers 
Ecosystem approach
• Including humans and communities
Plastic is a huge threat
• EU wide fisheries contribution to Our Ocean
Intensified NGOfocus on need for large MPA’s also threat
• Fisheries must participate in SDG and BD discussions



Bi lateral fisheries partnerships

Most recent NL-IRL example
• Fishing for Litter
• Waste collection
• Green deal
• Port reception facilities



Last but not least:

Some specific Dutch points

on Brexit



Pelagic  fleet:
% revenue per species from UK EEZ

Source: Wageningen Marine Research



Demersal  fleet:
% revenue per fishing community from UK EEZ

30* Dutch flagged vessels only



Innovative Beamtrawl with pulse gear

• Most researched gear in the EU
• Environmental impacts only positive
• Scientfic advice with only positive indications

• Most up to date ICES advice on 30 May 2018
• Socio Economics are the real questions

• Find appropriate mnagement instead of blaming and
shaming

• No threat to Irish Fishing Communities



Innovative Beamtrawl with pulse gear



To conclude:

Back to Brexit



The gravest danger on both sides

A Cliff Edge 29-3-19
• She shoots her dog but 

als a good chance she
will be torpedoing the
EU 27 fishing industry




